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Education is evolving at an unprecedented 

rate. Lenovo is committed to building the right 

technology to support the development of the 

leaders and workforce of tomorrow.

We understand the challenges that schools and 

universities face in trying to keep up with the 

digital transformation of education and have 

developed a suite of products and services 

to enable a secure, cost-effective and smooth 

transition – that can be tailored to your unique 

digital needs.

Empowering the Educators

Designed for K-12 and higher education 

institutions, our turn-key solutions all include:

Lenovo’s Commitment 
to Education

Contact Methods Australia New Zealand

Lenovo Support -THINK 1800 043 849 0508 366 584

Lenovo Premier Support

Contact information provided at 

the time  

of purchase

Contact information provided at 

the time  

of purchase

Lenovo eTicketing

http://support.lenovo.com/au/en/ 

•	  Navigate to Warranty & 

Repair

•	  Submit eTicket and enter the 

device Serial Number

http://support.lenovo.com/nz/en/ 

•	  Navigate to Warrenty & 

Repair

•	  Submit eTicket and enter the 

device Serial Number

•	  A secure infrastructure

•	  Rugged and reliable learning devices

•	  Comprehensive training on the latest 

classroom management and educational 

tools transition – that can be tailored to 

your unique digital needs.
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LENovo’S CommiTmENT To EDuCATioN
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Lenovo Premier Support

We understand that maintaining your digital 

investment can be time consuming and offer Premier 

Support to assist you, with:

•	 on-shore Technical Call Support

•	 24/7, 365 days a year Phone Support

•	  Next business day on-site assistance with 60kms 

of the CBD (or other areas as approved by 

Lenovo) provided that the Call Centre has been 

informed and completed troubleshooting before 

3pm AEST the day before.

•	  A Designated on-shore Technical  

Account manager

•	  A single point of contact for end-to-end Case 

management

•	  original Equipment manufacturer (oEm) Software 

Support.

 
Accidental Damage Insurance

Accidents will happen, so we offer cover that provides 

on-site and remote problem diagnosis, Lenovo-trained 

technicians that use only Lenovo™-Qualified parts 

and a theft coverage option. You can also choose to 

extend your Sealed Battery Warranty to two  

or three years.

Designed for Your 
Peace of Mind
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DESigNED foR YouR PEACE of miND
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iT Administrators now have the option to leverage Lenovo’s direct integration with 

Windows Autopilot’s capability to register Lenovo PC’s to their Azure Active Directory 

tenant before they receive the PCs.  Lenovo’s factory capabilities combined with 

Windows Autopilot are key pieces to an Enterprise mobility management (Emm) strategy 

that drastically simplifies how iT delivers services to their users.  

As soon as users sign in to a highly simplified and customized out-of-box set up 

experience, provisioning and security policies will be delivered by the enterprise 

Emm solution, much like mobile phones are deployed today. Lenovo is ready to help 

our customers achieve modern deployment and management best practices with 

Windows Autopilot.  for greater value, schools can combine Windows Autopilot with 

Lenovo Windows 10 Professional preloaded images as well as custom solutions that 

are optimized for Windows Autopilot with customer applications and cloud storage 

capability integrated.

Windows AutoPilot

Windows AutoPilot Prerequisites

PC oEm to support registration of the systems (hardware hash) in Autopilot

Windows 10 Pro 1703 or later and Enterprise

Azure AD Premium P1 or P2 subscription

Enterprise mobility manager of choice

Network connectivity to cloud services used by Windows AutoPilot

Autopilot Enrollment Profile associated with each device

.

.

.

.

.

.

For more details on Autopilot Prerequisites visit the Microsoft Autopilot website 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/deployment/windows-autopilot/windows-10-autopilot
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DESigNED foR YouR PEACE of miND

Lenovo’s selected PC’s incorporate a battery specifically designed for ultrathin 

products. This sealed non-Customer Replaceable unit (non-CRu) battery, charges 

2.5 times faster than typical ThinkPad® batteries. 

Doesn’t a better battery deserve better protection? Extend your base warranty 

to a 2 or 3-year Sealed Battery Warranty (available with warranty extension). A 

low upfront cost provides significant savings relative to a non-covered battery 

replacement, and saves the hassle and frustration of dealing with unplanned iT 

expenses.

Sealed Battery 
Warranty

WHY SEALED BATTERY WARRANTY SERVICE ? 

Benefits:

Low upfront cost is significantly less than that of a replacement not covered by an 
extension policy.

To prevent unexpected repair costs.

Be assured of an effective and efficient better replacement with LenovoTm-certified 
technicians.

.

 
.

.

 

Special Notes/Exclusions

A one-year base battery warranty is the standard norm regardless of the system`s 
warranty.

The sealed battery is a non-CRu (Customer Replaceable unit) battery for ultra-thin 
products.

The typical user experience is designed to be approximately 300 charge and 
discharge cycles per year. This 1000 cycle battery is designed to last over 3-years. 
However batteries degrade over time and variables such as temperature, usage and 
time affect battery life.

Battery health thresholds are determined by LenovoTm built-in battery diagnostic tool 
that takes all these factors into consideration

.

 
.

 
.

 
.
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Building a future-ready 
learning environment 
with Lenovo

Written by Andrew Spence 

originally published at The Lead South Australia. 

Emmaus College in the eastern suburbs of 
melbourne, victoria have adopted the use of 
devices in the classroom for both students and 
teachers in an effort to build a future-ready 
learning environment for their students.
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The school has recognised the value that 

devices can bring to their student’s learning - 

enhancing the classroom experience through 

deeper engagement and more flexible learning 

options. To help prepare their students for 

future careers – regardless of the field they 

choose to pursue - the school has made 

an effort to build their students’ familiarity 

with technology, understanding the growing 

importance it plays in all aspects of work life.

fostering future-ready skills, students have 

been given increased flexibility to respond to 

assignments in a variety of ways – meaning 

the way they develop, collaborate-on and 

submit work can come in a number of formats 

(be that essays, infographics, videos or more). 

The school sees this as fostering flexibility, 

creativity and individuality.

Similarly, teachers have been given access to 

devices in order to connect with parents and 

students through the school’s intranet platform 

and Learning management System EmmLink. 

The Emmlink platform allows teachers to 

provide feedback on work, share classroom 

resources and develop syllabus materials in 

what has become a much more engaging and 

connected experience, for parents, teachers 

and students – all facilitated by technology.

Working as an end-to-end service and support 

provider for Emmaus College, there Education 

Partner has been able to ensure the school 

is supported right throughout the process 

of adopting devices in the classroom. There 

partner knew it was critical for students to 

have access to working devices at all times 

– helping achieve this, they achieved a same-

to-next business day service model for the 

school, ensuring any hiccups are fixed quickly, 

minimising the impact on the students’ 

learning.

11 



Today’s ‘Digital Natives’ have grown up 

with touchscreen tablets and the latest 

tech, so we have developed the Lenovo 

10e Chromebook and P10 tablets that 

are packed with all the features an 

inquisitive mind needs – and the storage 

to match. Plus, the perfect vR headset 

for busy classrooms.

Lenovo Tablets  
and VR

12
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LENovo TABLETS AND vR
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virtual reality brings the 
world to your classroom

Lenovo mirage SoLo with Daydream is the 

world’s first standalone vR Headset with 

google’s Worldsense™. it creates a truly 

immersive experience for unforgettable 

educational experiences without the need  

for additional PCs, phones, sensors or cables. 

face and head cushions can be sanitised  

for sharing.

14
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10e Chromebook Tablet

The new Lenovo 10e Chromebook Tablet fits as 

easily into little hands as it does into your school’s 

existing Chrome ecosystem. it’s designed to grow 

with your students as they move from touch-

based learning games to content creation and 

group presentations.

Tab P10 Android Tablet

The metal-frame, dual-glass design features 

Dolby Atmos® sound through four front-facing 

speakers and 10.1” fHD display. it comes with 

up to 4gB RAm and 64gB of storage – and is 

protected by a fingerprint reader.

LENovo TABLETS AND vR
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Tough enough for any classroom

The classroom can often resemble the 

playground, so any tech had better 

be ready to rumble! The Lenovo 

Chromebook range has rubber 

bumpers and reinforced ports and 

hinges to absorb accidental knocks, 

10-hour battery life to preclude 

the need to bring power packs into 

school, plenty of memory and storage 

– all at a price to suit your budget. 

The Lenovo 
Chromebook 
Range

16
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THE LENovo CHRomEBooK RANgE
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 2.6 gHz intel Celeron dual core processor

4gB memory

32 gB storage

11.6” Display

720p HD front-facing webcam

Lenovo 100e Chromebook  

When you need a rough-and-tumble device that withstands the rigors of the classroom, 

the Lenovo 100e Chromebook (2nd gen) won’t disappoint. This 11.6” device includes 

access to google Classroom, g Suite for Education, and tons of other interactive learning 

apps for students and teachers.

For a Modern Learning Experience

18
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THE LENovo CHRomEBooK RANgE

3.4 gHz intel Celeron dual core processor

up to 8gB memory

up to 64 gB storage

Lenovo 500e Chromebook  
– Yoga Design

Lenovo 300e Chromebook  
– Yoga Design

 2.6 gHz intel Celeron dual core processor

4gB memory

32 gB storage

2 uSB ports

720p HD front-facing webcam

integrates EmR pen - for ‘real writing’ 
experience

The Lenovo 300e Chromebook (2nd gen) offers the versatility of a 360-degree hinge 

and 10-point multi-touch technology. This device bends into four different modes to offer 

customized ways to plan, teach, learn, and engage. Students can interact with the screen 

the way they’re used to interacting with most devices—through touch.

Bring out the best in students with the 11.6” 2-in-1 500e Chromebook (2nd gen) that 

perfectly blends technology with the premium classroom experience. it has powerful 

processing, a 360° hinge for four modes of interaction, a garaged electromagnetic 

resonance (EmR) pen, world-facing camera, and numerous features. it is also rugged 

enough to handle rough treatment by students.

For Flexible, Customized, and Interactive Education

Unleash Students’ Creativity

11.6” Display - Yoga Design

11.6” Display - Yoga Design with Pen 
Support
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With power-packed performance and 

built tough enough for the classroom, 

the Lenovo 100e and 300e (2nd gen) 

Windows Notebooks offer excellent 

flexibility, long battery time  

and great value for hard-working 

students and teachers alike. 

With intel Celeron processors and the 

Windows 10 operating system, they 

offer speed and plenty of education-

ready design and collaboration features.

Lenovo  
2nd Generation 
Windows 
Notebooks

20
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LENovo 2ND gENERATioN WiNDoWS NoTEBooKS

Lenovo 100e Windows

Lenovo 300e Windows 
Notebook – Yoga Design

up to intel Celeron N4120 Processor

up to 4gB memory

up to 128gB storage

intel Celeron N4120 Processor

4gB memory

128gB storage

The Lenovo 100e (2nd gen) Windows Notebook is a power-packed performer for 

everyday learning. With Windows 10 Pro operating system and additional options for 

fast storage it is ideal for classroom usage. Teachers can now focus on teaching, and not 

worry about students dropping the device.

Built for the Modern Classroom

Teaching and studying demand various modes and this notebook enables just that. The 

300e (2nd gen) Windows Notebook has a yoga-type design that can be used in any 

education environment. its multiple modes — laptop, tablet, tent and stand — make it 

perfect for students and teachers alike. Students can interact with its screen the way 

they’re used to interacting with most devices — through touch.

Makes Learning Flexible and Fun

Battery Life :  up to 10 Hours*

11.6” Display

Battery Life :  up to 10 Hours*

11.6” Display Yoga Design - Pen Support
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The Lenovo  
ThinkPad  
11e Range

Speed, power, flexibility and the 

ability to perform anywhere are top 

of every student’s computer wish list. 

The ThinkPad 11e range delivers, and 

some. Powered by intel Celeron and 

7th gen intel Core Processors, and 

built tough to withstand accidental 

bumps, the only limit on students is 

their own imagination.

22
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Lenovo ThinkPad 11e

Lenovo ThinkPad  
Yoga 11e 

LENovo 2ND gENERATioN WiNDoWS NoTEBooKS

up to 8th gen intel Core i5 Y Processor 
and intel Celeron N4100 Processor

up to 8 gB DDR4 RAm

up to 256 gB SSD
SSD

up to 7th gen intel Core i5 Y Processor 
and intel Celeron N4100 Processor 

up to 8 gB DDR4 RAm

up to 256 gB SSD

A Class Act, In and Out of the Classroom

With its extra-durable design, this 2-in-1 laptop is engineered to withstand the rigors 

of the classroom. Students and teachers enjoy access to lots of educational apps for 

fun and easy learning, while iT administrators appreciate fast system setup and flexible 

management capabilities to deliver unique classroom experiences. The ThinkPad Yoga 

11e can easily change between four modes — laptop, stand, tablet, and tent along with 

the 10-point multi-touch HD display.

For On-the-go Learning

Battery Life :  up to 12 Hours*

11.6” Display

Battery Life :  up to 12 Hours*

11.6” Display Corning gorilla glass with 
garage Pen Support

Digital education demands a special kind of PC. Rugged and durable enough to withstand 

classroom use, yet versatile enough to support students’ learning needs. You can find it 

all in the ThinkPad 11e, a laptop specifically engineered for students and their teachers.
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Empowering Education

The ThinkPad L range all feature the versatility, 

power and mobility to take on and reduce 

the everyday hassles of a busy student’s life. 

Available in 13.3” to 15.6” screen sizes, and 

boasting up to 12 hours’ battery life – and 

RapidCharge that gives you up to 80% power 

in around an hour – they’re ready to work 

wherever and whenever you are. 

They all offer great graphics, powerful 

processor, excellent memory and storage 

capacity, up to the latest intel 10th gen 

Processor and, the secret weapon, Cortana – 

your personal search assistant. 

•	 up to 10th gen intel Core i7 Processor

•	 up to 16 gB DDR4 2666 mHz memory

•	 up to 1TB PCie SSD storage

ThinkPad L13 / 
L14 / L15

24
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ThinkPad L13

ThinkPad L14

LENovo 2ND gENERATioN WiNDoWS NoTEBooKS

up to 10th gen intel Core i7 Processor

up to 16 gB DDR4 2666 mHz memory

up to 1TB PCie SSD storage
SSD

Students and teachers do a lot through the day. But there’s a lot that ThinkPad L13 can 

do too! With its mobility and power, it only makes daily tasks effortless and easier than 

ever. Additionally, the latest intel® 10th generation Processor and graphics coupled with 

contemporary design, allow students to use the device in four different modes — laptop, 

tablet, tent, or stand.

Education-ready from Every Angle

The affordable ThinkPad L14, powered by up to 10th generation intel® Core™ Processors 

and AmD Radeon™ graphics, contains advanced security features to safeguard your 

business data. flexible, high-speed Wifi connectivity enable highly efficient collaboration. 

Adaptable to various industries and job roles, the ThinkPad L14 is the smart choice for a 

student or educator laptop.

Robust Device for Education

Battery Life :  up to 14 hours

13.3” Display HD up to fHD touch

Battery Life :  up to 12 Hours*

14” Display HD up to fHD touch

up to 10th gen intel Core i7 Processor

up to 16 gB DDR4 2666 mHz memory

up to 1TB PCie SSD storage
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ThinkPad L15

Powered by the latest-generation intel® processors and discrete AmD graphics, the 

ThinkPad L15 is crafted to match the needs of today’s workforce. Packed with productivity-

enhancing features including full-HD iPS display, DDR4 memory, PCie SSD storage, and 

advanced connectivity options, the L15 makes multitasking a breeze.

A Laptop that’s a Cut Above the Rest

Battery Life :  up to 11 Hours*

15.6” Display HD up to fHD touch

up to 10th gen intel Core i7 Processor

up to 16gB DDR4 2666 mHz memory

up to 1TB PCie SSD storage

26
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LENovo 2ND gENERATioN WiNDoWS NoTEBooKS

ThinkPad X13

meet the spectacularly mobile ThinkPad X13—a 13.3-inch business laptop with a 12-inch 

footprint, enhanced security measures like ThinkShutter, more than two workdays worth 

of battery life, dual far-field microphones, global LTE capability, and more. Your travel 

companion has arrived.

Mobility, perfected

Battery Life :  up to 17 Hours*

13.3” Display HD up to fHD touch

up to 10th generation intel® Core™ i7 
Processor

up to 32gB DDR4 (2400mHz) 

up to 1TB PCie SSD 

ThinkPad L13 Yoga

Students and teachers do a lot through the day. But there’s a lot that ThinkPad L13 Yoga 

can do too! With its mobility and power, it only makes daily tasks effortless and easier 

than ever. Additionally, the latest intel® 10th generation Processor and graphics coupled 

with contemporary design, allow students to use the device in four different modes — 

laptop, tablet, tent, or stand.

Education-ready from Every Angle

Battery Life :  up to 12 Hours*

13.3” Display Touch with garage Pen 

up to 10th generation intel® Core™ i7 
Processor

up to 16gB DDR4 2666mHz

up to 1TB PCie SSD
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ThinkPad X13 Yoga

You work hard. You’re flexible. When life says, “go,” you never slow down. And you do 

it all with incredible style. The sleek ThinkPad® X13 Yoga is designed with you in mind. 

Boasting up to the latest intel® 10th gen i7 Processor, this premium, modern powerhouse 

adapts to work with you—as a laptop, tablet, and anything in between. 

Secure Mobility from Every Angle.

Battery Life :  up to 15.5 Hours*

13.3” Display Touch with garage Pen

up to 10th generation intel® Core™ i7 
Processor

up to 32gB DDR4 2400mHz

up to 2TB PCie SSD

28
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LENovo 2ND gENERATioN WiNDoWS NoTEBooKS

ThinkPad X1 Yoga

up to 10th generation intel® Core™ i7 
Processors 

up to 16gB LPDDR3 

up to 2TB PCie SSD 

it’s thinner, lighter, and more secure – everything you need in a productivity powerhouse.

The ThinkPad X1 Yoga gen 5 brings you ultimate fexibility with a 360o hinge and built-in 

premium security with the ThinkShield suite from Lenovo.

Styled for Premium Performance

Battery Life :  up to 18.3 Hours*

14” Display fHD with integrated Pen 
Support up to HDR400 uHD

ThinkPad X1 Carbon

up to 10th generation intel® Core™ i7 
Processors 

up to 16gB LPDDR3 

up to 2TB PCie SSD 

A sleeker and lighter version of itself, the ThinkPad X1 Carbon (gen 8) kicks up the style 

quotient with the new carbon fiber weave finish. The classy notebook is also more secure 

now as it comes built-in with the ThinkShield suite of security features from Lenovo.

Styled for Premium Performance

Battery Life :  up to 18.5 Hours*

14” Display fHD up to HDR400 uHD
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The Lenovo range of ThinkCentre desktops is 

designed for big performance in as compact 

as space as necessary. So, your classroom gets 

next-gen power, memory and storage without 

having to sacrifice precious desk space.

Space-saving,  
Desktop Solutions  
for Classrooms

30
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ThinkCentre m720 Tiny

SPACE -SAviNg DESKToP SoLuTioNS foR CLASSRoomS

up to 9th gen intel Core i9 Processor

The ThinkCentre m720q Tiny gives most desktops a run for their money but won’t clutter 

your desk. Powered by either intel® 9th gen gen processor with next-gen memory and 

storage, it’s fast, responsive, and versatile. Tiny in name but not on performance, this 

compact PC boasts enhanced security, reliability, and energy efficiency, too.

Built for Classroom Flexibility

SPACE -SAviNg DESKToP SoLuTioNS foR CLASSRoomS

ThinkCentre m720s

up to 9th gen intel Core i9 Processor

Catering to the high-performance expectations this unit is powered by either intel® 

9th gen rocessor, the ThinkCentre m720s Small form factor is the perfect choice for 

classrooms and school offices. Educators can install and open applications without 

delay, find and open files quickly, and switch between multiple applications seamlessly. 

Ensure reduced clutter with this super-compact PC.

Small Footprint. Big on Performance

up to 32 gB DDR4 memory

2.5” HD/SSD storage
SSD

up to 64gB 4 DDR4 uDimm

1 x m.2 PCie SSD 
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ThinkCentre m720 Tower

up to 9th gen intel Core i9 Processor

up to 64 gB DDR4 memory

up to 1TB PCie SSD storage

Powerful and secure, the ThinkCentre m720 Tower lets you multitask seamlessly and 

your productivity flow. As well as cutting-edge processing, memory, and storage, it 

comes with advanced data and hardware security as standard. Easy to manage, this 

performance-enhancing PC is designed to drive your business forward.

Drive productivity to the next level

32
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SPACE -SAviNg DESKToP SoLuTioNS foR CLASSRoomS

m920z All-in-one

up to 9th gen intel Core i9 Processor

up to 32 gB 2 DDR4 memory

1x 2280 m.2 PCie SSD storage

The ThinkCentre m920z Aio is a powerful productivity solution that saves you time and 

space. graphics-rich content creation and number crunching tasks are hassle- free on the 

23.8 inch full-HD borderless, anti-glare display. Powerful intel® Core™ Processors, high-

speed DDR4 memory, and other impressive features like Smart Power on, Eye Comfort 

mode, and Rotatable Camera module make this a premium computing powerhouse in 

any work environment.

Big on performance, low on maintenance

ThinkCentre Tiny-in-one 3 
(22” / 24” / 27’)

22” / 24” / 27” iPS LED Display

uSB 3.1 port

 3-in-1 connector (includes power,  
DP input, uSB input)

Connectivity

Additional Ports: uSB in, DP in.

The ThinkCentre Tiny-in-one (Tio) 22”/24”/27” gen 3 helps you create a modular all- in-

one desktop free of cables and clutter. This borderless LED panel with a lift/tilt/pivot/

swivel stand and DisplayPort connectivity allows students and educators to learn and 

teach in a flexible manner. The Tio includes Eye Comfort features that reduce eye fatigue 

enabling students to learn for longer hours without worry.

A Modular PC for Next Gen Students
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Compact,  
Powerful 
Workstations

34
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ThinkStation P330 Tiny

ComPACT, PoWERfuL WoRKSTATioNS

up to 9th gen intel Core i9 vPro 
Processor

up to 64 gB DDR4 memory

Save more classroom space with the P330 Tiny — built to be extremely compact, it can fit 

just about anywhere, horizontally or vertically. P330 Tiny is an iSv-certified workstation, 

making it ideal for STEm education with advanced performance-based courses. With up 

to NviDiA® Quadro® P1000 graphics, this workstation supports up to six independent 

displays.

A Desktop with an Excellent All-round Performance

ThinkStation P330 Tower

up to intel® Xeon® or intel Core™ vPro 
Processor

up to 64gB 2666mHz, 4 Dimm Slots 
ECC/non-ECC uDimm DDR4

4/8/16gB 2666mHz non-ECC uDimm 
8/16gB 2666mHz ECC uDimm

SSD

mission-critical tasks require superior reliability and powerful performance; the 

ThinkStation® P330 leads on both counts and does it with exceptional all-around value. 

These redesigned workstations offer the latest high-performance intel® Core™ i and Xeon® 

processors, NviDiA® Quadro RTX™ professional graphics, with vR Ready capability, 

cutting-edge storage technologies, including on-board m.2, and intel® optane™ memory; 

now in a 30% smaller package.

Power of a Workstation. Price of a Desktop.

2x 1TB m.2 Nvme SSD storage

up to NviDiA P1000 graphics Card
SSD
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ThinkPad P43s

The ThinkPad® P43s, Lenovo’s most mobile workstation, offers the latest intel Core 

processors and NviDiA Quadro professional graphics all in a compact 14-inch chassis. 

Built with an advanced, comprehensive suite of ThinkShield security features, the 

ThinkPad P43s has you protected from every angle — giving you the freedom to innovate 

fearlessly.

Lenovo’s Lightest Mobile Workstation

50WHr

14” Display

8th gen intel® Core™ i7 Processo

up to 48gB DDR4

2TB of PCie Nvme SSD Storage

36
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ThinkPad P53

The ThinkPad® P53 breaks performance barriers to achieve a new milestone for mobile 

workstations. Through impeccable design and engineering, the ThinkPad P53 is the 

most powerful 15-inch mobile workstation ever, packing the power of NviDiA Quadro 

RTX 5000 graphics with intel 9th gen Xeon 4K and Core class CPus.

Unlocking Next-Level Power and Performance

90WHr

15.6” Display

9th gen intel® Xeon® and Core™

up to 128gB DDR4 

8gB / 16gB / 32gB ECC & non-ECC 
4 SoDimm slots

ComPACT, PoWERfuL WoRKSTATioNS

ThinkPad P73

Built to tackle advanced and demanding workflows with ease, this 17-inch chassis is 

packed with the latest 9th gen intel Xeon and Core processors and the most powerful 

NviDiA Quadro RTX graphics. Boasting an impressive 17-inch 4K display with Dolby 

vision, the P73 provides the largest workspace available in a mobile workstation. Perfect 

for multiwindow applications and split screen multi-tasking, this workhorse will take your 

productivity to the next level.

9th gen intel® Xeon® and Core™

up to 128 DDR4

up to 6TB PCie Nvme SSD Storage

Maximise Your Creative Space

99WHr

17.3” Display
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ComPACT, PoWERfuL WoRKSTATioNS

Monitors

38
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ComPACT, PoWERfuL WoRKSTATioNS

monday through friday, have a bright start to the day with the Thinkvision T22i/23i/24i 

monitor. With vivid full-HD resolution and a dynamic contrast, the T22i/23i/24i ensures 

an exceptional visual experience, and a seamless view across multi-monitor displays with 

no color distortion. ideal for mass deployment for those looking for a choice in smaller 

screen size with superior quality.

For a Brighter Learning Experience

Thinkvision T22i / 23i / 24i

21.5” - 24” Wide Display

4 x uSB3 Hub Ports - Downstream
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Thinkvision P24h / P27h

The Lenovo Thinkvision P24h / P27h is a 23.8”/ 27” monitor with QHD resolution. it also 

has uSB Type-C cable connectivity, with immersive imagery and a borderless screen. 

The P24h / P27h monitor delivers exquisite detail across the 23.8” / 27” QHD (2560 

x 1440) iPS-type screen, with a flicker-free display and innovative Tuv eye comfort 

certification. The P24h / P27h is an elegantly designed monitor with convenient one-

cable connection for video, power and data.

Borderless IPS Display with full-function Ergonomic Stand

24” / 27” Display

Ethernet Port
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Thinkvision P44w

offering a stunning visual experience, the Thinkvision P44w-10 allows you to be more 

productive every day. The 43.4” large screen real estate and the wide viewing angle make 

content creation and consumption exceptional. The versatile connectivity ports expand 

your device capabilities by enabling easy connection to other peripherals. Packed with 

advanced features, this monitor is your perfect canvas to amplify productivity.

Reimagine Creativity. Redefine Productivity.

44” Display ultra Wide with HDR
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Contact Us

5 reasons why Lenovo  
is a difference maker

State Contact Email Mobile

ACT Ben Sheehan bsheehan@lenovo.com 0423 291 256 

NSW Stephano Lauv slauv@lenovo.com 0481 139 611

QLD Kerry Hyamson khyamson@lenovo.com 0414 602 786

SA John Winter sa_edu@lenovo.com 0406 498 272

TAS/viC marissa pook mpook@lenovo.com 0488 243 588

viC Larell Letson lletson@lenovo.com 0423 798 931

WA Julia Sinton jsinton@lenovo.com 0405 561 566

NZ Cameron may cmay@lenovo.com +64 21 551 974
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